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POWER TRAIN - Automatic Transaxle

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE
i; l
l

The automatic transaxle comes in three models:
F4ACl for 420A-DOHC, F4A33 and W4A33
for 4G63-DOHC-T/C.
F4ACl is electronically controlled 4-speed
automatic transaxle newly developed for

N72MOOAA

l

420A-DOHC and manufactured by Chrysler
Corporation.
F4A33 and W4A33 are essentially the same
as the previous models.

SPECIFICATIONS

N72ZDOlAA

Provided (2nd to 4th)

Gear ratio
(Total gear ratio)
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AWD

FWD

Drive system
Self-diagnosis function

Provided

Fail-safe function

Provided

Data list function

Provided

Actuator forced drive function

Provided

ATF capacity
Speedometer gear ratio

dm3(qts.)

8.6 (9.1)

6.7 (7.1)

-

29136
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SECTIONAL VIEW
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F4ACl <FWD - 4A>

i

SFAOl12

id

1. Damper clutch
2. Torque converter
3. Case
4. Oil pump
5. Input speed sensor
6. Underdrive clutch
7. Overdrive clutch
8. Reverse clutch
9. 2-4 clutch

10. Low/Reverse clutch
11. Output speed sensor
12. Planetary gear set
13. Output shaft gear
14. Transfer shaft
15. Transfer shaft gear
16. Defferential
17. Input shaft
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F4A33 <FWD - 4AlT>

TFA0540

1. Damper clutch
2. Torque converter
3. Oil pump
4. Front clutch
5. Kick-down brake
6. Rear clutch
7. Low/Reverse brake
8. Planetary gear set

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Transfer idler gear
Rear cover
Input shaft
Transfer drive gear
End clutch
Transfer shaft
Transaxle case
Differential
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W4A33 <AWD - 4AlT>
i
2

3

4 56

11
12
13
14

15

TFA0928

L’

1. Damper clutch
2. Torque converter
3. Oil pump
4. Front clutch
5. Kick-down brake
6. Rear clutch
7. Low/Reverse brake
8. Planetary gear set
9. Transfer idler gear
10. Rear cover
11. Input shaft

12. Transfer drive gear
13. End clutch
14. Transfer driven gear
15. Center differential
16. Viscous coupling
17. Center shaft
18. Front output shaft
19. Front differential
20. Driven bevel gear
21. Drive bevel gear
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CONSTRUCTION AND FUNCTION <F4ACl>
Transaxle

r

\

N722002AA

I ransnllsslur I
range switch

Sole&d
assembly

9321-415

l
l

The transaxle consists of the torque converter,
oil pump, gear train and valve body.
The torque converter incorporates the damper
clutch and is of the 3-element, single stage,
2-phase type.

L)

The gear train consists of three sets of multiple
disc type input clutch, two sets of multiple disc
type holding clutch and one set of Simpson
type planetary gear set.

l

OPERATING ELEMENTS IN SELECT LEVER POSITIONS
Select lever position

P

Speed

R

N

R

-

Underdrive
clutch
Input clutch

D
1st 2nd 3rd
0

0

O v e r d r i v e
clutch

2-4 clutch

clutch

Low/Reverse
clutch

4th (With OD switch
turned ON)

0
0

L

1st

2nd

1st

0

0

0

0

0

Reverse clutch
Holding

2

0
.*

.

.*

.

NOTE
*: Low/Reverse clutch is operated at P and N to provide smooth shift to D or R.

0

0
0

0

d
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TORQUE CONVERTER
Torque converter clutch operation is controlled by the TCM
through the solenoid assembly and valve body as mentioned.
The clutch lining material is not bonded to either the piston
or the torque converter cover in the F4ACl transaxle, it is
free floating.
When the clutch is not engaged, pressure is directed through
the center of the input shaft to the front side of the piston.
This pressure pushes the piston rearward and allows oil to
flow around the outer edge of the piston. The oil exits the
torque converter between the input shaft and the reaction shaft.

Turbine

Solenoid Transaxle Identification

When the torque converter clutch engages, the pressure that
was directed to the front side of the piston through the input
shaft is shut off and the circuit is vented. The pressure on
the back side of the piston pushes the piston forward and
connects the turbine to the converter housing. The piston has
no outer seal. The friction disc provides the seal between the
piston and the housing. As mentioned the friction disc is freefloating and is not bonded to either the piston or the housing.
When the torque converter clutch is engaged, fuel economy
is improved, engine noise is reduced, and the transaxle and
fluid operating temperature is lowered.

CASE
The F4ACl transaxle uses an aluminum cast case with a
stamped steel oil pan. The transfer gears on the end of the
transaxle and differential assembly towards the back of the
transaxle are under stamped steel covers. This transaxle is
a single sump design. That is it uses only one fluid for both
the transmission and differential areas. The transaxle case
is vented through the top of the manual shaft.
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CLUTCH
All flve clutches in the F4ACl transaxle are applied
hydraulically. Four of the clutches are released with
belleville springs, and one is released with a coil
spring. Three of the clutches supply input power
to the planetary geartrain and are called input
clutches. The other two clutches hold components
of the planetary geartrain and are called holding

Overdrive/Reverse Diston 1
m-f-q f&drive 1

C

It hub

~u/ljjU$lerdrive

rdrive

Overdrive

#3 thrust
plate

Overdrive

Input Clutch Assemblies
The input clutch assembly is located directly behind the oil
pump housing, and rides on the reaction shaft support journal.
The assembly consists of an input shaft, input hub, clutch
retainer, clutch pistons, an overdrive hub, an underdrive hub
and three input clutches. The clutches are the underdrive clutch,
overdrive clutch and reverse clutch. When the torque converter
turbine (which is splined to the input shaft) turns, the input
shaft, hub, and clutch retainer also turn.

Underdrive Clutch Hub
The underdrive clutch is splined to the underdrive hub assembly.
The underdrive hub and shaft assembly is splined to the rear
sun gear. When the underdrive clutch is applied the rear sun
d
gear is driven (rotated).

Underdrive hub

#3 thrust washer

clutches. With the exception of direct gear, one input
clutch and one holding clutch must be applied to d
obtain a gear range. In direct gear, two input clutches
are applied and basically connect the input and
output shafts together. This causes the entire gearset to rotate as one with no relative motion between
planetary gearset components.

I

Overdrive Hub
The overdrive clutch is splined to the overdrive hub assembly
and the overdrive hub is splined to the front carrier assembly.
The reverse clutch is splined to the front sun gear assembly
and rotates it when applied.

Input Clutches
Each of the three clutches, in the input clutch assembly, have
the job of supplying input power to a particular component
in the planetary gearset when they are hydraulically applied.
I
They are connected to the planetary gearset through the overdrive hub and shaft assembly, the underdrive hub and shafta
assembly, and the front sun gear assembly. When any of these
clutches are applied, they turn or drive a component in the
planetary gearset.
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Underdrive Clutch

L

Underdrive
clutch

Rear sun
gear

Hub -

j Underdrive clutch
hub shaft

Input clutch
reiainer
-

The underdrive clutch is located in the front of the
input clutch retainer. Line pressure is supplied to
the clutch from the valve body, through passages
in the case, oil pump and reaction shaft support.
i The pressure then passes through a drilled passage
in the input clutch hub and to the front side of the
underdrive piston. The piston moves toward the
rear of the transaxle, compressing the clutch and
connecting it to the underdrive hub. The underdrive
hub is splined to the rear sun gear and turns it
when the clutch is engaged.

When line pressure is released, the clutch piston
returns with tension from the coil spring between
the piston and spring retainer. The piston has a
vent in it, and the spring retainer has a seal on
it. Both the vent and retainer seal are used to keep
oil on the back side of the piston. They counteract
the centrifugal pressure that develops when the
clutch is spinning. Centrifugal pressure can cause
the piston to move slightly and the clutch to drag
when the clutch is not actually being applied.

Overdrive Clutch
Overdrive clutch

/
Clutch retainer

Front planetary
carrier

Overdrive
clutch hub
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The overdrive clutch is the center clutch in the input
clutch assembly. The clutch pack is held on the
retainer, and the piston that applies the clutch is
located around the outside of the retainer. A pressure
plate in the rear of the clutch pack is used to compress the overdrive clutch when needed. Line pressure from the valve body is directed through passages in the case, oil pump housing and reaction
shaft support. It is then directed through the input
hub and input clutch retainer to the back side of

the OD/REV clutch piston. The pressure pushes
the piston forward and applies the overdrive clutch.
The clutch pack is compressed against the same
reaction plate that the underdrive clutch uses.
When applied, the overdrive clutch engages and
turns the overdrive hub, which is splined to the front
planetary carrier. When line pressure to the clutch
is released, the belleville spring on the front side
of the OD/REV piston returns the piston to its released position.

Reverse Clutch
Reverse
clutch

Front sun
gear hub

Hub

The reverse clutch is located in the back of the
input clutch assembly. The reverse clutch is operated by the same piston, pressure plate and belleville
spring that operates the overdrive clutch. Line pressure that applies the reverse clutch comes from
the valve body, directed through passages in the
case, oil pump and reaction shaft support. The line
pressure then goes through the input hub to the
front side of the ODFIEV piston. The pressure

moves the piston to the back and compresses the
reverse clutch pack. When the clutch is applied,
it turns the front sun gear and hub assembly.
When line pressure to the reverse clutch is removed,
the belleville spring will pull the piston forward to
its released position. The OD/REV clutch piston
belleville spring is positioned so it will counter the
piston to prevent either the overdrive or reverse
clutches from dragging when they are not applied.
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Holding Clutches
2-4 Clutch
i;
2-4 clutch
I

Front sun
gear hub

Transaxle case /

Lf

Piston
retainer
Snao
.

Belleville
spring

Piston

The 2-4 clutch is one of two clutches located in
the rear portion of the transaxle case. This clutch
sits behind the input clutch assembly. The 2-4 clutch/
piston retainer is in the front and held in place by
a snap ring. The 2-4 piston is located inside the
b 2-4 clutch/piston retainer. A belleville spring is used
to return the piston after releasing the clutch. The
clutch pack comes next in the case. The reaction
plate is secured to the case using two snap rings.
The reaction plate for the 2-4 clutch is shared with
the Low Reverse clutch. When the 2-4 clutch is

Separator
plates

Clutch’;; discs

applied hydraulically, it locks or secures the front
sun gear/hub assembly to the case so it does not
turn.
To apply the 2-4 clutch, line pressure is sent from
the valve body straight into the piston retainer. The
valve body has a rubber seal located on the top
of it that seals the valve body to the piston retainer.
When line pressure is removed and vented, th
belleville spring returns the p’iston to release th 1
clutch.
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Low/Reverse Clutch

Front planetary
carrier

Low-reverse
clutch
.

Transaxle case /

Snap
ring

Reaction
plate

Separator
plates

v
Clutch
discs

The second clutch, located in the rear of the transaxle case, is the Low Reverse (L/R) clutch. The
UR clutch is located in the very back of the case
and, as previously mentioned, shares the reaction
plate with the 2-4 clutch. Behind the reaction plate
is the clutch pack, belleville spring, L/R piston, and
piston retainer. The piston retainer is secured to
the case with three screws and sealed with a gasket.

Belleville
spring

Belle~lle
snap ring

Piston
retainer
I

d

Piston

The clutch is applied with line pressure from the
valve body that is directed through the transaxle
case to the piston retainer. This pushes the piston
forward and applies the clutch. When the clutch
is applied, it will lock or secure the front planetary
carrier to the transaxle case so it can not rotate. L)
When line pressure is released, the belleville spring
pushes the piston back to release the clutch.

POWER TRAIN - Automatic Transaxle
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POWER TRAIN
Planetary Geartrain Assembly
Front sun
gear assembly

rear annulus
assembly

The entire planetary gear-train is located behind the
input clutch assembly and is inside the 2-4 and
UR clutch assemblies. The planetary geartrain con-

2-4 clutch

Low-reverse

Splined to

#7 thrust

#6 thrust

gear

front annulus
assembly

sists of two sun gears, two planetary carriers, two
annulus (ring) gears, and one output shaft.

Front Sun Gear Assembly
The front sun gear assembly rides in the center of the front
carrier and is welded to the center of two hubs that are arranged
back to back. Each of the hubs are splined to a clutch. The
front most hub is splined to the reverse clutch and when applied
turns the front sun gear. The rearward hub is splined to the
2-4 clutch and when applied prevents the front sun gear from
turning.

Front Carrier Assembly
The front planetary carrier and rear annulus (ring) gear are
splined together as one unit. When the overdrive clutch is
applied, it drives the front carrier assembly by the overdrive
hub. When the low/reverse clutch is applied, it holds or prevents
the front carrier assembly from rotating.

Rear Sun Gear
The rear sun gear is located in the center of the rear carrier
assembly. There are two thrust bearings located on either side
of the sun gear. When the underdrive clutch is applied, it drives
the rear sun gear through the underdrive hub and shaft.
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out
sha
I

Lugs for parking
pawl and output
speed sensor

annulus
gear

Rear Carrier Assembly
The rear planetary carrier, front annulus (ring) gear and output
shaft are all one assembly. The rear carrier assembly is responsible for providing all output power for the transaxle assembly.
In other words, all output from the transaxle must go through
the rear carrier. The lugs around the outside of the assembly
have two purposes; to engage the parking pawl when the driver
selects “park”, and to generate an output speed signal used
by the TCM.
There are no clutches splined or connected to this unit in any
way. The rear carrier assembly is supported to the case by
two tapered roller bearings which must be set up with a specific
preload setting.

Planetary Geartrain Powerflow
The planetary gear-train in this transaxle provides
four forward gear ratios and one reverse gear ratio.
To obtain these different gear ratios, two planetary
carrier and pinion assemblies, two sun gears and
two annulus (ring) gears are used. Two shafts are
used as input to the planetary gearset, the underdrive hub and shaft assembly, and the overdrive
hub with its shaft. The underdrive shaft protrudes
through, the center of the overdrive shaft and is
the longer of the two.
To achieve any output through the components of
this planetary gearset, the following rules apply;
At least one component must be driven or turned,
one component must be held stationary (kept from
rotating), two components must be driven at the

‘d

same speed and in the same direction, and all output
from this gearset must go through the rear carrier
assembly.
The planetary gear-train is driven by three input d
clutches. One of the input clutches must be applied
before the vehicle can move. A variety of gear ratios
are accomplished by using different input clutches
to turn different components of the planetary gear
set. Two clutches in the rear of the case must be
used to hold specific planetary components. When
going through the following power flows, keep in
mind that the gear-train must somehow complete
its power-flow by turning the rear carrier assembly.
If the output shaft/rear carrier assembly does not
turn, the vehicle will not move.

POWER TRAIN - Automatic Transaxle
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First Gear

L

Underdrive clutch applied
(turns rear sun)

In first gear range, torque input is through the underdrive clutch to the underdrive hub assembly. The
underdrive hub is splined to the rear sun gear. When
the underdrive clutch is applied, it rotates the underdrive hub and rear sun gear. The UR clutch is applied
to hold the front carrier/rear annulus (ring gear)
assembly.
The rear sun gear drives the rear planetary pinion
L gears. The rear planetary pinion gears are forced

Low-reverse clutch applied
(holds rear annulus/front carrier)

to “walk around” the inside of the stationary rear
annulus gear. ‘The pinions are pinned to the rear ’
carrier and cause the rear carrier assembly to rotate
as they “walk around” the annulus gear. This provides the torque output for first gear. The other planetary gearset components are freewheeling. The first
gear ratio is 2.84:1.

Second Gear
Underdrive clutch applied
(turns rear sun)

gear is achieved by having both planetary
id Second
gear sets contribute to torque multiplication. As in
first gear, torque input is through the underdrive
clutch to the rear sun gear. The 2-4 clutch is applied
to hold the front sun gear stationary. The rotating
rear sun gear turns the rear planetary pinions. The

2-4 clutch applied
(holds front sun)

rear pinions rotate the rear annulus/front carrier assembly. The pinions of the front carrier will “walk
around” the stationary front sun gear. This transmits
torque to the front annulus/rear carrier assembly
which provides output torque and a gear ratio of
1.57:1.
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Third Gear
Underdrive clutch applied
(turns rear sun)
\.

Overdrive clutch applied
(turns front carrier/rear annulus)
/

In third gear, two input clutches are applied to provide
torque input; the underdrive and overdrive clutches.
The underdrive clutch rotates the rear sun gear,
while the overdrive clutch rotates the front carrier/
rear annulus assembly. The result is two compo-

nents (rear sun gear and rear annulus gear) rotating
at the same speed and in the same direction. This
effectively “locks” the entire planetary gearset together and is rotated as one unit. The gear ratio
in third is 1:l.
‘d

Fourth Gear
Overdrive clutch applied
(turns rear sun)

In fourth gear input torque is through the overdrive
clutch which drives the front carrier. The 2-4 clutch
is applied to hold the front sun gear. As the overdrive
clutch rotates the front carrier, it causes the pinions
of the front carrier to “walk around” the stationary
front sun gear. This causes the front carrier pinions

clutch applied
(holds front sun)

2-4

to turn the front annulus/rear carrier assembly which
provides output torque. In fourth gear, transaxle ii
output speed is more than engine input speed. This
situation is called overdrive. Fourth gear (overdrive)
ratio is 0.69:1.
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Reverse Gear
Reverse clutch applied
(turns front sun)

In reverse, input power is through the reverse clutch.
When applied, the reverse clutch drives the front
sun gear through the overdrive hub and shaft. The
UR clutch is applied to hold the front carrier/rear
annulus
assembly stationary. The front sun gear
ii

Low-reverse clutch applied
(holds rear annulus front carrier)

rotates the front carrier assembly pinions. The front
carrier is being held by the UR clutch so the pinions
are forced to rotate the Jnt annulus/rear carrier
assembly in the reverse direction. Output torque
is provided, in reverse, with a gear ratio of 2.21::1.

Transfer System
The F4ACl transaxle uses a transfer gear system to transfer
power from the output shaft of the rear carrier to the transfer
shaft. The gear that is splined and bolted to the output shaft
of the rear carrier i,s called the output shaft transfer gear. It
supplies power to the transfer shaft transfer gear which is
splined and retained by a large nut to the transfer shaft. The
bolt and nut that retain the transfer gears to each shaft must
be tightened to the proper torque specification. Proper torque
is essential for two reasons; to keep the gears on the shafts
and to maintain the bearing settings that provide for long life
of the system.
Both gears have helical cut teeth designed for quiter operation.
The overall gear ratio of the transaxle is in part determined
by the transfer gear ratio.
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Differential

case

pinion

Final Drive Gears and Differential
The final drive gears include the transfer shaft which has a
pinion gear on one end and the differential ring gear which
is driven by the transfer shaft pinion gear. The ring gear is
bolted to the differential case and when rotated drives the
case. The case drives the differential gearset and in turn, the
front axle shafts. The axle shafts then drive the front wheels.
The differential gears are typical in design and include; a shaft,
two pinion gears, and two side gears. The final drive gears
and the differential case each are supported by tapered roller
bearings. The transfer shaft and its tapered roller bearings
are set-up with a specific amount of endplay. The differential
ring gear and case assembly bearings are set-up with a specific
amount of preload. Follow the service manual procedures for
setting up these bearings to ensure long life of the bearings
and the components they support.
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Pump
housing
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;;rpump

Reaction shafi
support
I

Seal rings (4)

Hydraulic Control System
OIL PUMP
The oil pump is located in the pump housing inside the bell
housing of the transaxle case. The F4ACl uses a crescent
type gear pump. The inner gear is driven by the torque converter
hub. Torque is supplied to the hub by the engine crankshaft
through the flex plate and torque converter housing.
As the gears rotate, the clearance between the gear teeth
increases in the crescent area and creates a suction at the
inlet side of the pump. Fluid is pulled through the pump inlet
from the oil pan. As the clearance between the gear teeth
in the crescent area decreases, it forces fluid into the pump
outlet. The pressurized oil from the outlet operates the torque
converter, clutches, and the lubrication system. The pump is
held in the housing by the reaction shaft support. The reaction
shaft is splined to and holds the inner race of the torque converter stator’s overrunning clutch.

VALVE BODY AND SOLENOID ASSEMBLY
The valve body and solenoid assembly work together to control five transaxle clutches and the torque
converter clutch. It also directs pressurized fluid
for lubrication. The oil pump is the source of pressurized fluid for the valve body and solenoid assembly.
The pump is a positive displacement, gear and crescent type pump. It is driven by the engine through
the torque converter hub.
Fluid for the pump is drawn through the transaxle
filter, through the valve body housing, and into the

pump. The pump pressurizes the fluid and sends
it back through the valve body to the regulator valve.
The valve body uses only five valves along with
four solenoids in the solenoid assembly. They perform all functions needed to operate the transaxle
for each of its gear ranges. A brief description on
the operation of each valve and solenoid follows.
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Valve Body Assembly

Retainer
Q-

-

Valves removed

Valves installed
9x-439

The F4ACl has a relatively simple, cast aluminum
valve body that uses only five valves. No governor
pressure or throttle pressure is used to operate
this valve body. These two pressures have been
replaced by electronic signals from the output speed
sensor and throttle position sensor. Shift valves have
also been eliminated and replaced by the solenoid/
valves in the solenoid assembly.
The valve body has two major functions. To control
line pressure and torque converter clutch pressure

Solenoid and
pressure switch
assembly
Screen
filter

and to direct fluid to the clutches, torque converter,
lubrication system, and the solenoid/valves by
means of the manual and switch valves.
One side of the rooster comb (secured to top of
valve body) operates two switches, the park neutral
and transmission range switches. The solenoid and ii
pressure switch assembly is indirectly connected
to the valve body through an extension of the case
in the oil pan area.

Solenoid and Pressure Switch Assembly
The solenoid and pressure switch assembly is controlled by
the TCM through the transmission control relay. The assembly
consists of four solenoid/valve assemblies that control hydraulic
pressure to four of the five clutches in the transaxle and the
torque converter clutch. A unique feature of the solenoid/valves
are that they directly control the application of a clutch. In
other electronically controlled transaxles/transmissions, the
clutches are indirectly controlled by the solenoids through the
normal hydraulic valving. The solenoid assembly also contains
three pressure switches that feed information to the TCM. The
“UR” pressure switch, the “2-4” pressure switch and the “OD”
pressure switch. The eight-way electrical connector to the solenoid is sealed and bolted in place with the bolt tightened to
proper specification.
The assembly is located outside the transaxle case, under
a sound shield and protective cover, towards the front of the
vehicle. The filter screen between the solenoid assembly and
valve body protects the assembly from contamination and is
a replaceable item. However, if the valve body and solenoid ‘a
pack have been heavily contaminated, the solenoid pack should
be closely inspected to determine the need for its replacement.
The solenoid pack is not a serviceable unit.
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Torque converter
control valve

Overdrive clutch
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Regulator Valve
The regulator valve has one function, to regulate or control
hydraulic pressure in the transaxle. The pump supplies unregulated pressure to the regulator valve. The regulator valve controls or limits pump pressure. Regulated pressure is referred
to as “line pressure”. The regulator valve has a spring on one
end that pushes the valve to the right. This closes a dump
(vent) to lower pressure. Closing the dump will cause oil pressure to increase. Oil pressure on the opposite end of the valve
pushes the valve to the left, opening the dump and lowering
oil pressure. The result is spring tension working against oil
pressure to keep or maintain the oil at specific pressures. Regulated pressure will vary depending on the gear range the transaxle is operating in.
A system of sleeves and ports allows the regulator valve to
work at one of three different predetermined pressure levels.
The oil that is dumped by the regulator valve is directed back
to the intake side of the oil pump.

Solenoid

Pump (IN)

1

Torque Converter Control Valve
The main responsibility of the torque converter (T/C) control
valve is to control hydraulic pressure applied to the front (“off”)
side of the converter clutch (CC). Line pressure from the regulator valve is fed to the T/C control valve where it passes through
the valve. The T/C control valve reduces or regulates the pressure slightly. The T/C control valve pressure is then directed
to the converter clutch (CC) control valve and to the front
side of the converter clutch piston.
The pressure that is being fed to the front of the piston pushes
the piston back. This disengages the converter clutch. The
oil then passes around the outside of the piston, flowing out
of the torque converter and back to the T/C control valve.
From the T/C control valve the oil flows to the transaxle oil
cooler and cooler bypass valve. It returns to the transaxle
as lube oil pressure.
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Converter Clutch Control Valve
The CC control valve has the job of controlling the back or
“on” side of the torque converter clutch. When the TCM ener- “L)
gizes the LR/CC solenoid to engage the converter clutch piston,
the CC control valve and T/C control valves move to the left.
The oil on the front or “off” side of the converter clutch piston
is vented to the sump.
Line pressure enters the CC control valve through the manual
valve and then passes through the CC control valve and the
T/C control valve to the back (“on”) side of the converter clutch
piston. Line pressure forces the piston forward which engages
the torque converter clutch. This action effectively connects
the torque converter turbine with the impeller. Line pressure
also flows from the regulator valve, through the T/C control
valve, to the cooler and cooler bypass for improved fluid and
transaxle cooling.

Regul
valve

L From manual valve
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clutch
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2/4
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t
Manual
valve

t

t
Manual
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Solenoid Switch Valve
The switch valve controls line pressure direction from the LR/CC
solenoid. When the valve is shifted to the right, it allows the
low/reverse (L/R) clutch to be pressurized. When it is shifted
to the left, it directs line pressure to the T/C and CC control d
valves to operate the T/C clutch. The valve is shifted to the
right in all positions except second, third, or fourth gear. When
the transaxle upshifts to second gear, the valve moves to the
left which allows converter clutch engagement when needed.
The valve must return to the right before a downshift to first
gear can occur.
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Manual Valve
The manual valve is operated by mechanical shift linkage only.
Its job is to send line pressure to the appropriate hydraulic
circuits and solenoids. The valve has three operating ranges
or positions. The valve is shifted to the left position when Overdrive (OD), Drive (3) or Low (L) is selected. The valve is shifted
to the middle position in both Park (P) and Neutral (N). The
valve is moved to the right position when Reverse (R) is selected.
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valve

?~%i~=J)

Low Reverse/Converter Clutch and Overdrive Solenoids
When these two solenoids are not energized by the TCM,
their check balls are seated on orifices and do not allow hydraulic
pressure to pass through their particular circuits. The top of
these solenoids are tapered to allow fluid to vent to the sump
when de-energized. They are referred to as normally vented
valves. When the solenoids are energized by the TCM, the
check balls are unseated, allowing hydraulic pressure to flow
past the check ball and into the circuit. At the same time,
the tapered part of the solenoid closes the vent port to the
sump. This action causes full line pressure to be applied to
the desired clutch.
The TCM can cycle (turn “on” and “off”) the solenoids at a
high frequency (many times per second). This action modulates
the element pressure between zero and line pressure. The
modulation is used when the solenoids are initially eneragized
for more precise control of the clutches. Under certain driving
conditions, the TCM may modulate the LWCC solenoid to
obtain a specific amount of T/C clutch slippage. This feature
is referred to as Electronically Modulated Converter Clutch
(EMCC). It allows partial converter clutch engagement, which
gives increased fuel economy and smoothes out engine pulses.
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Underdrive
clutch

Underdrive
solenoide
(de-energized)

2-4/Law-reverse
solenoid
(energized)

Orifice located
in piston
- 1 Reverse
. .

Torque converter
apply pressure

~-~/LOW Reverse and Underdrive Solenoids
When these two solenoids are not energized by the TCM,
their check balls prevent venting of a clutch. In this position ‘d
the check balls allow line pressure to reach the desired clutch.
These solenoids allow oil pressure to the clutch when de-energized and are referred to as normally applied valves. When
the solenoids are energized, the plunger forces the check ball
down and prevents line pressure from reaching the clutch.
At the same time, pressure is vented from the clutch.
Similar to the normally vented valves, these normally applied
valves are also cycled to modulate clutch pressure to any
value between line pressure and zero.

Dribbler Circuits
Two dribbler circuits feed low flow rate oil (residual pressure)
from the torque converter to the overdrive and reverse clutches
at all times. The low flow rate oil provided by the dribbler circuits
keeps both clutches full of oil. These clutches share a common d
piston. If there is a difference in the amount of oil on either
side of the piston, the piston would tend to move toward the
clutch with less oil and cause that clutch to drag. If oil is only
on one side of the piston, and the retainer is spinning at high
speed, the spinning action will force oil to the outer diameter
of the retainer and cause the piston to move. The oil pressure
build-up caused by spinning is called centrifugal pressure.
Another feature added to avoid this situation is a small orifice
in the overdrive/reverse piston that helps equalize pressure
on both sides of the piston. The dribbler circuits only involve
low flow rates, which do not have any significant effect when
the clutches receive full line pressure.
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;. c
I?
D
2

Fluid venting
from UD clutch
(through Ul orifice
and thermal valve)

r
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Thermal Valve
The thermal valve is a bi-metallic shutter valve that helps control
the venting rate of oil pressure in the underdrive clutch passage
during release of the clutch. When the oil temperature is approximately 20 degrees Fahrenheit or less, the valve will be fully
open to assist in venting oil past the Ul orifice. At temperatures
above 20 degrees, the valve starts to close and becomes fully
closed at approximately 140 degrees, The thermal valve is
located in the transfer plate of the valve body.

f
Cold-open
from UD clutch

Hot-closed

No pressure
switch off

With pressure
switch on

Pressure Switches
The pressure switches in the solenoid assembly supply information to the TCM. When pressure is applied to a hydraulic circuit
where there is a pressure switch, the switch is forced to the
“on” or closed position. The switches do not tell the TCM how
much pressure there is in a circuit, but rather that pressure
does exist. Basically, the switches confirm to the TCM that
the intended solenoid action did occur. They can also be used
to determine a hydraulic problem.
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VALVE AND SOLENOID HYDRAULIC CONTROL IN SELECTED GEAR RANGES
Park/Neutral
Hydraulically, this internal transaxle condition is
In either of these gear selections, the transaxle has
lube pressure. To provide smoother engagement,
identical for both the Park and Neutral positions.
the low/reverse clutch is pressurized, anticipating
The only mechanical difference is that the parking
a shift to a forward or reverse gear. The LWCC
pawl is engaged in the Park position.
solenoid is energized which permits line pressure
to the low/reverse clutch. The 2-4/LR solenoid is
energized to close off the circuit to the manual valve.
PARK/NEUTRAL
Speed under .8 mph

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

PARK/NEUTRAL
SPEED UNDER 8 MPH

ccm

LUBE

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
I
““=“N”tmK,YL
OD =OVERDRIVE
R =REVERSE
SW=SWITCH
CC -CONVERTER CL.
PT=PRESSURE TAP D =DRIsELER
.;
.V =VENT

LR=LOW REVERSE

..^ . ..^r--^...-

.

.

\ I. 8, L-KL-7,

LR(p-N-‘>

?Af?-II

“VI
“Y . -7-n
- - ,
1

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

ODCZ-4)

- - .- ,

RCREV)
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Rolling Neutral Above Eight MPH
When the transaxle is in neutral, and vehicle speed
i/’IS ab ove eight mph, all friction elements are disengaged to minimize or reduce drag and to avoid
excessive element speed. The TCM de-energizes

the LFUCC solenoid to vent the LR circuit. This configuration is ready to engage any forward gear, depending on vehicle speed and throttle position.

NEUTRAL
Speed over 8 mph

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

NEUTRAL
SPEED OVER 8 MPH
LR=LOW REVERSE
24 -2-4 CLUTCH
UD=UNDERCRIVE
OD =OVERDRIVE

LR(R-N- I )

24(2-4)

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

uD( l - 2 - 3 ) O G‘(3-4)

AT(500RPM
PRESSURE(PSI)

RCREV)
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Reverse
With the manual valve moved to the reverse position,
line pressure is allowed through the manual valve
directly to the reverse clutch and also through the
2-WLR solenoid to the low/reverse clutch. The regulator valve is designed to increase line pressure
in the reverse gear range above the pressure that
is normal for other ranges. This is done to increase
clutch capacity. Line pressure is directed between
a small valve and larger valve at the right end of

the regulator valve. This neutralizes the effects of
the larger valve on the regulator valve. With only IL)
the smaller valve working against the regulator
valve, the regulator valve spring further closes down
the vent, causing line pressure to increase. There
are no solenoids energized in the reverse gear
range. However, the 2-4/LR solenoid is modulated
during initial engagement to smooththe torque transition and prevent harsh engagement into reverse.

REVERSE

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

REVERSE
R=LOW REVERSE
D=UNDERCRIVE
y

t.1

LR(R-N-I)
B .

24(2-4)

24 q-4 CL”TC”
OD =OVERDRIVE
-.
_
.-

AC’ACCUhULATOR CC=CONVERTERCL.
..^_ - .PT=PRESSutt I A,’ D =DR,SBLER

_

RESERVOIR

AT ,SOORPM
PRESSURE(PSI)

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent
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Reverse Block Above Eight MPH
Reverse gear will not engage if the TCM senses
vehicle
speed above eight mph. This is to prevent
I/
damage that could occur if a driver accidentally
puts the gear selector in “R” while rolling in any
forward gear range. If the output speed sensor detects that the output shaft is spinning at a speed
equal to or greater than eight mph, the TCM activates
reverse block to protect the transaxle. The function

is inoperable in “limp-in” mode. To accomplish or
initiate reverse block, the TCM energizes the 2-4/LR
solenoid. The solenoid prevents line pressure from
applying the low/reverse clutch. Without a holding
element, the planetary gearset in this range will
provide no output. It must have both an input and
a holding element to provide output. In this condition,
the transaxle is effectively in Neutral.

REVERSE BLOCK
Shift to Rev. w/speed over 8 mph

REVERSE BLOCK
SHIFT TO REV. Y/SPEED OVER 8 MPH

AC=ACCUMULATOR
/j

PT

[

,)j

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

S

SW=SWITCH
CC iCONVERTER

=SOLENOID

v

=VENT

LR(R-N-I )

24(2-4)

UD(I -2-3)

OD(3-4)

CL.
,,
r,&,“”

r’lI

. ’

.

-

-

II

,

VENT
RESf;lR[

rxr&

PRESSURE(PSI)
AT,500RPM

,,

R (RE
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First Gear
When any of the forward gear selections are made,
line pressure is directed to all four solenoids. In
first gear the TCM will energize the LWCC and
2-4/LR solenoids. This action applies the low/reverse and underdrive clutches. The forward gear
position selected by the driver has no effect on
manual valve position. Its location will be the same

for all forward positions. The selection difference
is detected by the TCM through the transmission
range and park/neutral position switches. The
switches provide the TCM with the information needed to determine which shift pattern and schedule
to use for the selected gear range.

FIRST GEAR
LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

LR(R-N- 1)

-

FIRST GEAR
cc RiBA

LR=LOW REVERSE
.._ ____ - .._

04

OD(

.3)

24(2-41
7

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
OD =OVERDRIVE
SW=SWITCH

OFF ON
-r

,,“1’*;y
.,’ III 1; ;iov /I
11.

[

LRJCC

II

II

UD
n

//

q

2&jk
*,

RESERVOIR

71

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

-4)

R(REV)
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Second Gear
/
There are no solenoids energized in second gear.
i With the solenoids de-energized, line pressure is
directed to the 2-4 and underdrive clutches. Line
pressure from the 2-4 clutch circuit is also directed
to the solenoid switch valve, which moves the valve
to the left. When the solenoid switch valve is moved
to this position, it opens a circuit that can be applied
by the TCM and LWCC solenoid for torque converter

clutch engagement. When the TCM recognizes a
problem or is unable to function properly, the transaxle goes into a default or limp-in mode. In this
mode of operation, the solenoids and valve body
shift to a position that only provides second gear
range, regardless of any forward gear that is selected by the driver.

SECOND GEAR

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

SECOND GEAR
LR=LOW REVERSE
UD=UNDERCRIVE

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
OD =OVERDRIVE
SW=SWlTCH
AC=ACCUMULATOR CC =CONVERTER CL.
PT=PRESSURE TAP D =DRIBBLER

LR(R-N-l)

24

.

4)
I
9
AC

)FF ON

‘JD( l-2-3)

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

OD(3-4)

R(REV)
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Second Gear EMCC
When conditions allow for it, the TCM pulses or
modulates the LWCC solenoid. This is called Electronically Modulated Converter Clutch (EMCC), as
mentioned earlier. By pulsing or modulating the solenoid, the TCM can lower the line pressure that
passes through the solenoid before reaching the
converter clutch and torque converter control valves.
When the modulated pressure reaches the two
valves, it fully moves the T/C control valve to the

left, but only partially moves the CC control valve.
When the T/C control valve moves, it vents the
fluid from the front side of the torque converter piston. At the same time, the CC control valve provides
modulated pressure to the back side of the torque
converter piston. This condition does not cause the
torque converter piston to fully engage but instead
regulates the amount of slippage (partial engagement).

SECOND GEAR
EMCC

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

SECOND
._^^GEAR
Eht.sta
LR=LOW REVERSE
UD=UNDERCRlVE
AC=ACCUMULATOR

LR(R-N-l)

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
OD =OVERDRIVE
SW=SWITCH
CC =CONVERTER CL.

n

,,.

UD(
.-I

281(2-

Vl
.::.

i
3
AC

p!

3FF ON

V

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

d
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Direct Gear (Third)
To shift into direct gear, the TCM energizes the
L 2-4/LR and overdrive solenoids. This feeds line pressure to the underdrive and overdrive clutches. Line
pressure from the overdrive clutch circuit is directed
to an area between two large plugs at the end of
the solenoid switch valve. This keeps the solenoid
switch valve shifted to the left. The redirected line
pressure from the overdrive clutch circuit allows
for torque converter clutch engagement. It also takes
the place of second gear line pressure, that was

holding the valve to the left but has now been vented.
The line pressure has also been reduced by using
line pressure from the same overdrive clutch circuit
that keeps the solenoid switch valve moved to the
left. Line pressure is directed to an area between
the regulator valve and the smaller of the two valves
on the end. This aids in moving the regulator valve
to the left, dumping additional oil, which results in
lower line pressure.

DIRECT GEAR

24 = 2-4 clutch

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid.

^^

DIRECT GEAR
LR=LOW REVERSE

24 =2-4CLUTCH

LR(R-N-I)
24(2-4)
I “d I

k=
AC

,
L
I

I I IIIsoLI ISW~VAI~E I

E
60
cc

II

I

UD(l -2-3)

PT
AC
P

OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

00 1(3-4)

P!

R(REV)
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Direct Gear EMCC
Direct gear EMCC is accomplished the same way
as second gear EMCC. Whenever the TCM activates EMCC, it provides full line pressure from the
regulator valve through the T/C control valve to the

transaxle cooler to help improve transaxle cooling.
For a review of EMCC operation, refer to Second ij
Gear EMCC.

DIRECT GEAR
LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

DIRECT GEAR
LR=LOW REVERSE
UD=UNDERCRIVE

LR(R-N-1)

24(2-4)

UD(l -2. -3)

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

00

4)

R(REV)

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
OD =OVERDRIVE

AC=ACCUMULATOR
CC =CONVERTER CL.
PT=PRESSURE TAP

I I IL
I

i

‘L

E

UD
l-l
3

I
c

m

:I
VENT
RESERVOIR
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Direct Gear CC On
In direct gear, when the torque converter clutch
is
L fully engaged it is called CC On. The solenoid
and valve configuration for this position is the same
as direct gear EMCC except the LR/CC solenoid
is fully energized instead of pulsed or modulated.
When the LR/CC solenoid is energized, it sends

full line pressure to the ends of the T/C and CC
control valves. Both the valves shift to the left. This
allows the T/C control valve to fully vent the pressure
on the front side of the torque converter piston,
causing full engagement.

DIRECT GEAR
CC ON

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
U = Vent

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

DIRECT GEAR
CC ON

cc
PT

LR=LOW REVERSE
UD=UNDERCRIVE
R =REVERSE

LR(R-N-1)
24(2-4)
I ,,A r-l

g;:;;;g:;; L=- L J

S =SOLENOID

1

n

T/C

PI

,4)

UD(

.-!I
:!

Vl

r

I
II

I1

AC

P

. .

OFF ON

UD
n

~14’HHHh

R(REV)
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Overdrive Gear (Fourth)
The TCM energizes the underdrive solenoid which
shuts off line pressure to the underdrive clutch. The
TCM also de-energizes the 2-4 solenoid and allows

the 2-4 clutch to engage. This shifts the transaxle
into overdrive by allowing only the 2-4 and overdrive d
clutches to be applied.

OVERDRIVE
LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

OVERDRIVE

LR(R-N-I)
-

24
.m

4)

UO(I

-2-3)

00

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

,4)

R(F?Eb
z
.
.. . .

iT

OFF

m

OFF 1 CCON

lRESlDUAL/

LUBE ISUCTION

ON
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Overdrive Gear EMCC
The EMCC function is the same in Overdrive as
Lj I‘twas in the second and direct gear positions. For

a review of EMCC operation, refer to second Gear
EMCC.

OVERDRIVE
EMCC

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

OVERDRIVE
EMCC

cc
1

LR=LOW REVERSE
UD=UNDERCRIVE

24 =2-4 CLUTCH
OD =OVERDRIVE
.?‘_I-CI.,ITC”

‘“=I )

UD(l -2-3)

4)

OC ,(3- .4)

w4

LX-

I

5(RI EV)
...

R

i

YR
IFF ON
OFF ON
I?tJ:

OD

VENT

V

__
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Overdrive Gear CC On
In this position the torque converter clutch is fully
engaged (CC On). The LWCC solenoid is fully energized as it was in the direct gear CC on position.

For a review of the transaxle operation in the CC
on position, refer to Direct Gear CC On.

OVERDRIVE
CC ON

LR = Low reverse
UD = Underdrive
R = Reverse
AC = Accumulator
PT = Pressure tap
S = Solenoid

OVERDRIVE
CC ON

LR(R-N-l)
r---l

2d 1(2-4 I)
.

UD(

l-2-3)

’
d

24 = 2-4 clutch
OD = Overdrive
SW = Switch
CC = Converter CL
D = Dribbler
V = Vent

OD

24 =2-4 CLUTCH

LUBE

I

,J

IFF ON
OFF ON

OD

PRESSURE(PS0
AT 1500RPM
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Electronic Control System
/

LJ

INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL
The advantage of using the electronic control system
is more precise control over transaxle function. An
added advantage of the system is that it can help
the technician find a problem in a malfunctioning
transaxle. The system can do this through what
is called On-Board Diagnostics. The Transmission
Control Module (TCM) continuously monitors its critical functions during normal operation. It records
malfunctions in the form of diagnostic trouble codes
and the number of engine starts since the last code
stored in memory. The technician can use this information in the event of a malfunction or complaint.
Up to seven, two digit numeric diagnostic trouble
codes may be stored in memory at one time.
When a failure is identified by the TCM, the system
may go into a limp-in mode by turning off the solenoids. TCM logic is included to ensure that the limpin event results in an orderly shut-down of transaxle

Electronic Control System
Each of the major system components are represented as a block of information. The lines between
the blocks represent the flow of input and output
information between the components.
Some of the input and output information is unique
L to the TCM. In other words, some of the input to
the TCM is “Direct Input.” Some information (input)
to the TCM is shared with other components through

SYSTEM
function when possible. The shut-down sequence
will vary depending on which gear the transaxle
is in and what the vehicle speed is at the time the
failure is identified by the TCM. This “all-solenoids
off” limp-in mode is designed to allow for shift lever
manual control of PARK, REVERSE, NEUTRAL and
SECOND GEAR operation. When any forward gear
shift lever position is chosen, the transaxle will remain in second gear range.
All failures do not result in limp-in, just those that
could potentially cause internal transaxle damage.
If the TCM itself fails, the transaxle will also go
into the limp-in mode.
The transaxle control system consists of an electronic control module, called the TCM, and a system
of input and output components, that function together to control the operation of the transaxle.

the Chrysler Collision Detection (CCD) data bus.
As the TCM receives input information, it continuously processes it through its logic circuits in order
to perform all of the control functions that it has
been designed to perform. The following is a list
of inputs related to the transaxle control system,
both direct and indirect.
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Electronic control system

Brake switch
Map sensor

I

Speed contr
Other vehicle
-ontrol modules
Scan tool
(MUT-II)

Transmission
control module
control
relay

Output speed sensor
-f

Input speed sensor

Transaxle

Transmission range
and ParWNeutral
position switches

Four solenoids
---a----__
t
3 pressure switches

TCM Direct Inputs
The direct inputs connected to the TCM are battery
feed, ignition run signal, cranking signal, throttle
poskion sensor signal, engine speed signal (distributor or DE crank sensor signal), input speed sensor
signal, output speed sensor signal, transmission

range switch signal, park neutral position switch
signal, low/reverse pressure switch signal, 2-4 pressure switch signal, and the overdrive pressure switch
signal.

TCM Indirect Inputs over the CCD Bus
The indirect input signals the TCM senses from
the powertrain control module (PCM) that are sent
over the CCD data bus are, target idle speed, coolant
temperature, battery temperature, brake switch ON/
OFF signal, engine speed (verifies direct input engine speed signal), speed control ON/OFF switch
signal, and the manifold absolute pressure sensor
signal.
As stated earlier, the TCM receives input information, and it continuously processes this information

through its logic circuits in order to perform all of
the control functions that it has been designed to
perform. However, some of these control functions
are internal to the TCM, while other control functions
are performed when the TCM provides some type
of output signal to another control device. The following is a list of outputs related to the transaxle control
system.

Direct Outputs from the TCM
The direct output signals or output devices the TCM
has control over are, the transmission control relay,

the four solenoids in the solenoid pack, and the
vehicle speed signal.

Indirect Outputs from the TCM over the CCD Bus
The only signal sent out from the TCM over the
CCD data bus is communication with the scan tool
(MUT-II) for diagnostics.

d
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL MODULE (TCM)
The Transmission Control Module (TCM), is the brain of the
transaxle. It receives information from several inputs for making
decisions on how the transaxle should function. Some of the
information is used only by the TCM, and some of the information is shared with other components through the CCD bus.
The CCD bus is simply a communication link between the
TCM and other electronic components on the vehicle.

TCM Inputs
The TCM uses various inputs to determine when to upshift
or downshift and when to engage or disengage the torque
converter clutch. The TCM also uses these inputs for continuous
feed-back data for controlling shift quality. Without any input,
the TCM has no way to determine the state of the transaxle
and therefore cannot control its operation as designed. The
illustration is a list of the input sensors and signals that the
TCM uses to determine control over its outputs.

Engine cranking

Scan tool
communication

TCM Outputs
In order for the TCM to perform, it must have the necessary
number of outputs (signals or devices) that cause the transaxle
to function as desired. Some of these controlled functions (or
outputs) are used by the TCM to cause upshifts or downshifts
(clutch control). Other TCM outputs are information signals
sent across the CCD bus to another control module. The illustration provides a list of the output signals or devices controlled
by the TCM.

Transmission
control relay

J
Transmission Control Module Operation
The main reason for having the transaxle controlled
by the TCM is to have superior shift quality. The
TCM actually “learns” the characteristics of a particu-

lar transaxle to optimize vehicle shift quality using
its program logic.

(1) Adaptive Memory
The TCM automatically adapts for engine performance variations and clutch torque variations to
provide consistent shift quality for the life of the
transaxle. This learning capability is called adaptive
memory. If for some reason the TCM loses its

memory, through a loss of battery power or the
disconnection of its 60-way connector, it takes
approximately ten shifts for the TCM to re-learn
shift characteristics.

(2) Quick Learn
A quick-learn procedure is available to pre-program
the shift characteristics into the TCM. The quicklearn procedure simply speeds up the TCM learning
process. The vehicle still must be driven and shifted
L several times in each gear range during the road

test. This will fully utilize the TCM’s adaptive memory
capability. The quick-learn procedure is accessed
through transaxle diagnosis and performed by the
scan tool (MUT-II).
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(3) Self Diagnostics
Another feature of the TCM is that it helps the technician find a problem within a malfunctioning transaxle
or control system. It can do this through self-diagnostics. When something goes wrong with any of the
(4) Diagnostic Trouble Codes
In addition to sensing electrical malfunctions, the
TCM can also detect some hydraulic and mechanical
malfunctions that also produce diagnostic trouble
codes. Each code represents a different malfunction.
In order to read the diagnostic trouble codes, the
technician must hook-up a special diagnostic scan
tool, called a scan tool (MUT-II). It will be hooked
(5) Default or Limp-In Mode
Another feature of the TCM is the ability to protect
the transaxle from potentially hazardous.operation,
when certain problems arise. The TCM constantly
monitors its systems. If it senses a problem, it puts
a diagnostic trouble code in memory and shuts down
the electronic controls. When this happens, it is
referred to as default or limp-in. Not all diagnostic
trouble codes put the transaxle into default or limp-in
mode. Only the codes that indicate a problem that
could potentially cause further transaxle internal
damage or hazardous operation. If the TCM fails
for some reason, the transaxle automatically goes
into default.
When the transaxle goes into the default mode,
it automatically shifts to second gear when in any
forward gear selection and stays there. When the
ignition key is turned “off” and then back “on” again,
the TCM resets itself to operate normally until it
senses the fault and again goes into second gear.

major electronic circuits in the TCM and/or its input
sensor and output device network, a two digit numeric diagnostic trouble code is put into memory.

up to a diagnostic connector, located under the
instrument panel.
To retrieve diagnostic trouble codes, it is necessary
to follow the procedures outlined in the Powertrain
Diagnostic Procedures manual for this transaxle.
The TCM can retain up to seven diagnostic trouble
codes in memory at one time.
No matter what forward gear is selected, the vehicle
stays in second gear. Park, Neutral, Reverse, and
Second gear are the only gears that the transaxle
will operate in when in the limp-in mode. The idea
behind limp-in mode is to prevent the customer from
being stranded and to provide them the ability to
drive in (or limp-in) for service.
As mentioned previously in the “Component Identification” section, the TCM has the job of controlling
four solenoids in the solenoid assembly. To do this,
the TCM uses its programming and information from
several sensors. Some of the sensors are wired
directly to the TCM and other sensor signals come
from other electronic components across the CCD
bus. The CCD bus is simply a communication link
between the TCM and other electronic components
on the vehicle. The communication link is made
through two twisted wires.
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL MODULE INPUTS AND SENSORS
at what information it receives and how it uses that
The TCM must depend on receiving information
’ in order to control shift quality. Let’s take a look
information.
Direct Battery Voltage
There is constant battery voltage supplied to the
TCM, even when the ignition is turned off. This
battery supply is responsible for keeping the TCM’s
memory alive. If the TCM loses battery voltage at

any time, it will lose the adaptive memory and have
to re-learn the characteristics of the transaxle for
optimum shift quality.

Ignition Voltage
When the ignition switch is turned to the OFF (column unlock), the RUN (on), or the Start (crank)
positions, the TCM is activated and looks at incoming
voltage. If the voltage is above approximately 24
volts or below eight volts, the TCM automatically
puts itself in default. Either voltage condition could
damage the TCM.
When the TCM is activated, besides checking the
incoming voltage level, it performs a self-test to
determine if the transmission control relay and the
solenoid assembly are performing as they should.

If the self-test results are good, the TCM sends
battery voltage to the transmission control relay.
The relay closes its internal contacts which supply
battery voltage to the TCM, the four solenoids and
the three pressure switches in the solenoid assembly. Whenever the TCM goes into default, it de-energize the transmission control relay and prevents
the solenoids from functioning. The solenoids will
then be in de-energized positions, which cause the
transaxle to shift into second gear.

Throttle Position Sensor
The F4ACl does not use throttle pressure to control shift points
like previous transaxles did. Instead, an electronic signal from
the Throttle Position Sensor is used by the TCM to help determine shift points and shift quality.

Engine Speed Signal
Engine speed is supplied to the TCM from the engine crankshaft
position sensor or distributor, depending on the engine and
ignition system used. This signal not only lets the TCM know
the engine is running, but also lets the TCM calculate engine
speed to control torque converter clutch engagement, determine torque capacity, etc.
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Input Speed Sensor
The input speed sensor gives information, to the TCM, on
how fast the torque converter turbine is spinning. The sensor
is located on the front side of the transaxle case, close to
the bell housing. Even though the sensor is called the input
speed sensor, the sensor is actually generating a signal from
the torque converter turbine through the input clutch hub. The
torque converter turbine and input clutch hub are splined together through the input shaft. The information supplied to the
TCM from the input sensor is compared to the output shaft
signal and the engine speed signal to determine planetary
gearset operating ratio, torque converter clutch slippage, torque
converter element speed ratio, torque capacity, etc. The rate
of input speed change is calculated and used in controlling
shifts.

‘d

Output Speed Sensor
The output speed sensor is located on the same side of the
transaxle case as the input speed sensor, but much closer
to the end of the transaxle. The output speed sensor generates
a signal from the rotation of the rear planetary carrier assembly.
When the output speed sensor signal is received by the TCM,
the signal is compared to the input speed signal to deternmine
gear ratio, detect clutch slippage, etc. It is also compared to
the throttie signal to determine shift points.
The output speed sensor is also used as the input for calculating
vehicle speed to the Powertrain Control Module (PCM). The
F4ACl transaxle does not have a vehicle speed sensor as
in other applications. The output speed signal is a direct input
to the TCM and is sent across the CCD bus for use by other
control modules.

Transmission Range and Park Neutral Position Switches
The transmission range switch is mounted to the case in the
valve body area. The input from the switch along with the
park neutral position switch tells the TCM what gear range
was selected by the driver. The TCM uses this input to determine
what gear range and shift pattern to use. The park neutral
position switch operates the starter relay and both the park ;L)
neutral position and transmission range switches operate the
back up lamp relay. The park neutral position switch does
not allow starter engagement in any positions other than Park
“P” or Neutral “N”. Both switches must be closed to operate
the back-up lamps.
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Pressure Switches
The low/reverse, overdrive, and 2-4 pressure switches are
all located in the solenoid pack assembly. All three switches
send the same type of information to the TCM. These switches
tell the TCM if there is hydraulic pressure in their particular
circuits. The pressure switches do not tell the TCM how much
pressure is in the circuit. They just indicate that pressure exists
or does not exist. This information verifies that the solenoids
are operating correctly and what gear the transaxle is in. The
switches open at approximately 11 psi and close at approximately 23 psi.
Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor
This engine coolant temperature sensor tells the TCM the temperature of the engine. When the engine is cold, the TCM
may delay upshifts slightly to improve vehicle driveability. The
TCM prevents the torque converter clutch from engaging until
the engine warms up to normal operating temperature. If the
engine temperature is too high in any forward position, the
TCM engages the torque converter clutch in second, third,
or fourth gears to help cool the engine and prevent the transaxle
from overheating.
Brake Switch
The brake switch signal is used to make sure the torque converter clutch is disengaged when the brakes are applied. It is
also used to cancel cruise control so that braking can occur.
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Engine Speed
The TCM uses both direct engine speed input from the crankshaft position sensor or distributor and calculated engine speed ‘Lj
input from the PCM over the CCD bus. The direct input is
required to provide immediate information for use by the TCM
control logic. The slower CCD engine speed data is used by
the TCM fail-safe logic to confirm that the direct engine speed
data is valid.
Speed Control Switch
The speed control on/off switch modifies the shift pattern when
a speed control “on” signal is received by allowing a torque
converter clutch engagement or disengagement, as well as
kickdown shifts.

Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor (MAP)
The MAP sensor provides engine load input and output torque
load on the input shaft to the TCM. These signals are sent
across the CCD bus to the TCM. The TCM uses this information
to modify shifting and reduce 3-4 shift hunting on grades. d
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL MODULE OUTPUT SIGNALS AND DEVICES
/
The TCM takes the input information from the sensembly. The following items are output components
sors,
evaluates
the
input,
then
uses
it
to
control
operated
by the TCM.
L
the transmission control relay and the solenoid as-

Transmission Control Relay
The instant the ignition is turned on, the TCM performs a self-test
to determine if its internal electronic circuits are all working
properly. If the self-test results are good, the TCM sends battery
voltage to the transmission control relay. The relay closes its
internal contacts which then supply battery voltage to the TCM
(confirms function of the relay), the four solenoids and the
three pressure switches in the solenoid assembly. If the TCM
“sees” a problem in the system, it turns off the power feed
to the transmission control relay, causing the contacts to open.
A diagnostic trouble code is then stored in memory. The transmission control relay is located in various places depending
on the vehicle model. It can be located directly on the TCM
or in the harness near the TCM.

Solenoid and pressure

Solenoid Assembly
When the transmission control relay contact points are closed,
the solenoid assembly receives electrical power. The TCM
can now operate the solenoids, as determined by its programming. The relay provides power to all four solenoids through
a single wire. This means that all the solenoids have voltage
supplied to them whenever the transmission control relay is
closed. The solenoids, however, are not energized until the
TCM grounds the solenoid return wire for the solenoid that
is needed.
Power and Ground
The ground wire from each solenoid goes back to the TCM.
The TCM energlizes each solenoid by connecting the solenoid
return wire to ground. Four of the wires in the 8-way solenoid
assembly connector are solenoid return wires. Three wires
are for each pressure switch, and the last wire is the battery
feed wire from the transmission control relay. The TCM controls
both the power feed (through the transmission control relay)
and the ground to each solenoid (through the return wires).
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Vehicle Speed Signal
The vehicle speed signal is sent as a direct input
from the TCM to the PCM. This system is called
electronic pinion. The output speed sensor signal
is sent to the TCM and used as the vehicle speed
signal. The F4ACl does not use a vehicle speed
sensor as in past transaxles. The TCM converts
the output speed sensor signal to an 8000 pulse-perScan Tool (MUT-II) Interface
The TCM and other components have the ability
to interface (“talk” to each other) over the CCD bus.
The scan tool (MUT-II) connects to a data link connector located in the passenger compartment. This

mile signal. The signal is then sent directly to the
PCM.
Using the transaxle output speed sensor for the
vehicle speed signal has resulted in reduced
manufacturing process time, cost savings, increased
reliability, and increased speedometer accuracy.

allows communication with the TCM on the CCD
bus. Refer to the F4ACI Transaxle Powertrain Diagnostic Procedures manual for the data link connect
location.
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL MODULE OPERATION
Introduction
What does it do and how does it know? You have
probably asked yourself this question more than
once as you pondered some transaxle problems.
This is really a very complex question. Just stop
and think about it for a minute. Think of all the
electronic logic features that have to be programmed
into this small control module so that it will always
know just what clutch to apply and release, at just
the right time, under all the different driving conditions that could possibly take place.
A description of the TCM’s electronic functions can
be simplified if we look at them, one main logic
function at a time. We will use this “logic function”
approach to describe in simple terms how the TCM
makes some of these complex decisions. We will

concentrate on the main logic functions and define
the primary input and output requirements. By doing
this we will be able to use simple block diagrams,
charts and graphs to illustrate how some of the
decisions are made. We will not cover electronically
how the actual logic circuits inside the TCM work.
The main logic functions, covered in this lesson,
include the Start Routine, Transmission Range and
Park Neutral Position Switch Logic, Shift Lever Position Logic, Speed Sensor Logic, Transaxle Temperature, Shift Schedule Logic, Torque Converter EMCC
Logic, Shift Selection Logic, Shift Execution Logic,
Solenoid Switch Valve Control Logic, Clutch Apply
Status (Clutch Volume Tracking), Normal Shutdown
Routine, Fail-Safe Routine.

TCM Routine and Logic Functions
Many of the control logic functions discussed in
this section rely on output information from a prior
logic function as their main input information. This
should be kept in mind when you are doing your
diagnosis. Most of these logic functions are recalculated and updated on a regular basis and in a specific

sequence. This sequence and the time interval that
it takes to complete these normal functions is referred to as a program loop. A program loop occurs
once every 7 milliseconds (.007 seconds). Some
special checks or logic functions may be performed
more or less frequently.

Start Routine
/
Li The first function the TCM performs, when the ignition key is turned on, is the Start Routine. This
routine allows the TCM to check critical inputs and
memory circuits before it powers-up the system.
If everything is ok up to and including the switched
battery tests to the TCM and pressure switches,
then the TCM will power-up the transmission control
relay and finish the remaining checks as described
below.
The Start Routine is performed when the ighition
switch is turned to the OFF (column unlock) or RUN
positions and again when the ignition switch is returned to the run position after engine cranking.

NOTE
The ignition switch has been redesigned to allow
for power up of the TCM, BCM and electronic
PRND2L display. This occurs with the key in the
column unlock position, just before the ignition run
position.
Any invalid result sets the appropriate diagnostic
trouble code, and the system immediately goes into
limp-in. The TCM identifies the crank period by the
crank signal input provided at pin 8. When the crank
signal is present, the TCM is stopped and is re-initialized after cranking to eliminate the possibility of
low cranking voltages or spikes confusing the Central Processing Unit (CPU). The CPU is a small
microprocessor inside the TCM that contains thousands of transistors and diodes on a chip of silicone
small enough to fit on the tip of your finger.
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Random Access Memory (RAM)
One of the start routine checks is to verify that the
data storage bits in each RAM location are functioning properly. RAM is a form of memory that can
Read Only Memory (ROM)
A ROM check also occurs during the start routine.
The check is to verffy that all of the data stored
in the ROM is valid. ROM is a permanent memory

be written to and changed, as well as read from.
Code 17 is reported with a failure of RAM.

in the TCM and is used to store the programs needed
to run the system. Code 16 is reported with a failure
of ROM.

Transmission Control Relay and Driver Circuit Continuity Checks
Prior to power-up, the relay contacts should not
for each solenoid. Codes 41 through 44 are reported
be passing current (relay open). Code 14 is reported
with a failure of any one solenoid.
with a failure of the transmission control relay conAfter completion of the Start Routine, all of the nectacts (stuck closed).
essary control logic variables are reset prior to actiAll three pressure switch inputs should be in a powervating the main control program. Some of the varioff condition. Code 20 is reported with a failure
ables that require resetting are clutch volume trackof any pressure switch (switch closed, indicating
ing values set to zero, initial speed values are calcupressure when none exists).
lated, various counters and timers are cleared, and
With the above checks all valid, the TCM then closes
shift logic selection is set to neutral.
the relay and verifies that the relay contacts are
For the first few seconds of main program execution
passing current. Code 15 is reported if this fails
following start up, the pressure switch checks are
(relay contacts never close).
not performed. This allows time for the transaxle
With the transmission control relay contacts closed,
oil pump to develop pressure and purge the air
the TCM then confirms the driver circuit continuity
from the various hydraulic circuits.
Park/Neutral Position and Transmission Range Switch Logic
This logic function reads the switch positions of
Reverse, N = Neutral, D = Drive, 2 = Second, and
the transmission range and park neutral position
L = Low. There are also some transition codes that
switches on the manual lever (rooster comb) to deoccur between switch positions that are recognized
termine the driver-selected operating mode.
by the TCM. They are Tl, T2, and T3. An I code
The primary input for shift lever position to the TCM
also exists as an invalid code.
comes from the transmission range and park neutral
These logic output codes are then used by the Shift
position switches. The logic in the TCM for these
Lever Position (SLP) logic in the TCM.
switches reads the four bit code determined by the
NOTE
switch positions. When closed, each switch provides
The scan tool (MUT-II) does not recognize the differground for the particular circuit it is in (TI, T3, T41,
ence between transition and invalid codes. A “?”
T42). The status of these switches is based on
on the display screen, of the scan tool (MUT-II),
shift lever, manual valve and rooster comb positions
is used to represent these codes when they are
which determines the logic output code.
present. They can occur between shift lever posiThe output signal may be any of the following, detions. F4ACl Transaxle Electronics
pending on the logic output code. P= Park, R =
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Shift Lever Position (SLP) Logic
The primary function of SLP logic is to provide safe, continuous,
but limited operation of the transaxle with the presence of
an invalid or transition input code. The SLP logic function
screens the input codes from the switches and provides an
SLP output signal to control actual gear selection.
Inputs include the codes indicated by the transmission range
and park neutral position switches, current shift lever position,
pressure switch indications, and speed ratio data from the
input and output speed sensors.

Shift Lever Position output becomes the “PRND2L”
input to most of the other functions.
The R, P, N, Tl and ‘73” PRND2L codes are always
accepted by the SLP logic as being valid and are
always converted directly to R, N or “D” SLP codes.
This is done because these codes can only occur
when the corresponding Reverse, Neutral or Drive
manual valve porting is established. This improves
the response time necessary for garage shifts (Reverse - Neutral - ‘ID”).
SLP output with 2, L, T2 and Tl codes is based
onthe current SLP position as well as current pressure switch and speed ratio data. The pressure
switch and speed ratio data are monitored to identify
which hydraulic mode of operation exists (reverse,
neutral or drive) so that the appropriate selection
is made for Shift Lever Position.
NOTE
To help clarify the SLP table, keep in mind that
SLP logic only uses N because transmission control
On some vehicles it may be possible to cause pressure switch or speed check diagnostic trouble codes
Speed Sensor Logic
Speed and acceleration calculations provide critical
input information to the logic functions within the
TCM. Speed sensor logic determines gear selection,
shift timing and shift quality. This information is used
as input to the shift schedule, shift logic selection
and shift logic execution functions, programmed into
the TCM.
There are four important input values that must
be calculated; engine speed, input speed, input acceleration, and output speed.
The TCM receives a direct engine speed signal
from the crankshaft position sensor or distributor
depending on the vehicle and engine used. Engine
speed is calculated and updated with each sensor
pulse. The TCM also receives an engine speed
signal from the PCM over the CCD bus. Immediate
direct input of engine speed is needed for proper
transaxle operation. It cannot be provided by the
engine speed signal from the PCM over the bus.
However, both “engine run” signals allow the TCM

module logic is identical in Park and Neutral (same
hydraulic porting).
NOTE
An incorrect input (for example, a defective switch)
of one of these positions could, with sufficient time,
result in either a pressure switch or speed check
fault, when in fact the real cause is a transmission
range or park neutral position switch error. This
type of fault can occur, for example, when the manual
valve porting is in reverse but the code is indicating
“D”. In this case, the low/reverse pressure switch
data and input speed data will not agree with the
expected results for Shift Lever Position = 73”.
NOTE
It is extremely important that accurate shift lever
position data be available to the TCM. The accuracy
of any diagnostic trouble code found in memory
is doubtful unless the Shift Lever Test, performed
on the scan tool (MUT-II), passes without fail.
by holding the shift lever mid-way between ‘ID” and
Neutral.
to distinguish between a failure of the crankshaft
position sensor or distributor pulse input through
the circuits versus an actual engine stall or key
on engine off condition.
Input speed data from the input speed sensor is
calculated by the TCM. The data is based on the
number of teeth and time between each tooth since
the last main program loop. Input acceleration is
calculated from the change in torque converter input
speed over time.
Output shaft speed data from the output speed sensor is calculated based on the number of teeth and
the time between each tooth since the last main
program loop.
Speed information is also used to verify that steady
state in-gear operation is normal. Output shaft speed
times current gear ratio is continually checked
against input speed in order to identify the occurrence of an input or output speed sensor failure
or a clutch that is slipping.
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Transaxle Temperature
The transaxle temperature operating range is based
ona predicted fluid temperature which is calculated
from a combination of inputs. The predicted fluid
temperature is continually updated and retained in
memory for 20 minutes after the ignition switch is
turned off. When the vehicle is started after an extended off time, the predicted fluid temperature is
reinitialized at a value equal to the battery temperature signal received from the PCM over the CCD
bus. The temperature input signal must then be

calculated and then increased primarily based on
transaxle run time in gear. Time calculation excludes
operation in park and neutral.
A detailed explanation of how transaxle temperature
range affects transaxle operating characteristics is
covered in the shift schedule and EMCC sections.
The primary temperature inputs to the TCM are
battery temperature, engine coolant temperature
and in-gear run time since start-up.

Transaxle Temperature Output Modes
Output modes used by the TCM are extreme cold,
supercold, cold, warm or hot. The extreme cold
range is set when the initial predicted fluid temperature is less than - 15 degrees F. It will clear two
minutes after a cold start. The supercold range is
set when the predicted fluid temperature is less
than 0 degrees F. It will clear when the predicted
fluid temperature exceeds 10 degrees F. The super-

cold range allows for near normal transaxle operation under sub-zero conditions. The cold, warm,
and hot ranges provide different operating features
as warm-up occurs. The transaxle temperature
range is “cold” at less than 36 degrees F, “warm”
above 40 degrees F and “hot” above 80 degrees
F.

Shift Schedule Logic
Shift schedule logic, programmed into the TCM,
selects the appropriate shift schedules for the current operating conditions. This is to determine the
“desired” gear range the transaxle must be operated
in. The desired gear range is a primary input to
the shift logic selection function. The TCM then activates the appropriate shift logic schedule to achieve
the desired gear. The actual shift points within each
shift schedule have been pre-determined for best
transaxle operation and are stored in the TCM’s
ROM memory.

The primary inputs to the TCM are the transmission
range and park neutral position switches (shift lever
position), throttle position, and output speed. Some
other secondary inputs include, but are not limited
to, calculated transaxle temperature and current
shift logic.
Shift schedule output codes simply provide the TCM
with the desired operating gear range signal. Shift
schedule logic output is updated every 7 milliseconds and is a primary input to the Shift Logic Selection function programmed into the TCM.
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Inhibits and Shift Action Summary
For neutral (N) and reverse (R) there are no logic
inhibits placed on SLP changes into or out of either
neutral or reverse. These gear ranges are shift lever
controlled modes of operation. Neutral and reverse
must be immediately provided for. Also, a reverse
block function is used at speeds over approximately
10 - 15 mph by continuously venting the Low/Reverse (L/R) clutch. The L/R clutch is also vented
at speeds over 8 mph in neutral.
For drive (D), Second (2) or low (L), when speed
ratio or pressure switch errors occur during transaxle
use, the TCM will maintain the current gear range
to prevent potentially hazardous gear selection.
A separate set of shift schedules exist for each
engine/transaxle application. The TCM knows which
set of shift schedules to use by looking at the PCM
identiftcation over the CCD bus. The engine and

body identifications are retained in the TCM’s
memory to ensure that the correct schedule is used
if the CCD bus fails.
There are four different shift schedules within each
engine set. They are selected primarily by the Shift
Lever Position input code and the transaxle operating temperature range that is calculated. Separate
shift schedules exist for the following; Shift Lever
Position = D, Shift Lever Position = D (supercold
temperature range), and Shift Lever Position = L.
A typical set of shift schedules have been plotted
out in graph form. These have been modified ‘for
clarity. The shift schedules primarily use throttle
angle and output shaft speed as the determining
factors. The main difference between these schedules are as follows:

SLP = “D” Cold, Warm or Hot
The “D” schedule provides first, second, third and
fourth gears. This shift schedule is selected when
SLP = “D” and the transaxle calculated temperature
range is cold, warm or hot. It should be noted that
the “D” schedule will delay the 3-4 upshift, and will

cause earlier 4-3 downshifts when the transaxle
temperature range is cold. Throttle input is also
limited to prevent high engine speeds with a cold
engine.

SLP = “D” (Supercold and Extreme Temperature
The supercold “D” schedule is a revised D schedule.
It is selected whenever the initial calculated transaxle temperature is less than 0 degrees F. This
revised schedule prevents closely spaced shifts and
part throttle kickdowns. This results in delayed (higher speed) upshifts, earlier closed throttle downshifts,
and in most cases the inability to obtain either 4-2
or 3-1 kickdowns. The primary reason is to allow
more time for clutch pressures to achieve their normal in-gear condition after a shift. This should happen before the next shift occurs to avoid clutch
overlap (two clutches applied at the same time).
SLP = L
The L schedule also has 1-2 and 2-3 shifts but
they are much more delayed. The determining factor
for this schedule is that engine speed is monitored
and shifts occur at peak engine RPM. Even though
the driver has selected the low position, the shift
schedule is designed to upshift the transaxle at up-

Range)
If the calculated transaxle temperature at start-up
is in the extreme cold range of - 15 degrees F.
or less, all the solenoids will be held off. Also, the
pressure switch and speed sensor checks will ,be
disabled. This action provides the same mode of
operation as with limp-in or default (second gear
operation only, in any forward gear range selection).
This is done to prevent clutch damage and inadvertent shutdowns by delaying all TCM operation until
supercold conditions can be met.

per level engine RPM to protect the engine from
over-speed. Downshifts also occur at higher vehicle
speeds. This is done to provide the highest gear
ratio for maximum engine braking when descending
steep grades.
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Adaptive Coast Down Scheduling
Adaptive scheduling may result in delayed 4-3 or
3-2 downshifts under certain conditions in order

to maintain good shift quality.

Speed Control
When the transmission temperature range is either
warm or hot, the 4-3 shift pattern is modified to
kickdown earlier if a cruise control “on” signal is
received over the CCD bus from the PCM. If the

bus should fail, this logic will not be initiated with
speed control “on”, and the vehicle may lose more
speed and not kick down on grades.

d

Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP)
This signal is used to calculate changes in engine
output torque to the input shaft of the transaxle.
This information is used by the TCM to improve

shift quality and reduce 3-4 shift hunting on steeper
road grades. A loss of this signal will cancel grade
hunting detection logic.

Throttle Failure
A throttle default value of 25 degrees throttle opening
is substituted to provide reasonable driveability.
Third gear is substituted for fourth to provide a toler-

able performance level. Throttle induced kickdowns
will become unavailable, but selection of drive and
low shift lever operation remains normal.

CCD Bus Failure
The initial predicted fluid temperature is based on
the battery temperature after an extended time off.
It is important to understand that if this data becomes
invalid (out of normal range or the CCD bus fails),
the TCM will substitute -3 degrees F. for ambient
temperature. This is done because the control logic
for the colder temperature range is designed to
tolerate an actual warmer transaxle. Some of the

effects of this are as follows; Defaults are possible
if the actual transaxle temperature is within the extreme cold range. The 3-4 shift will occur at a higher
speed for approximately the first minute of operation
in-gear (see supercold “OD” shift schedule). A reduction in upshift shift quality is possible for approximately 4 minutes if the actual transaxle temperature \
is in the warm to hot range.

Loss of Prime Protection
Special logic is included in the fail safe routines
to identify a loss of oil pump prime. A no pressure
condition is usually due to a low fluid level and
typically occurs following hard braking or cornering.
This will cause the oil filter to be exposed to air.
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The result will be a loss of oil pump prime and
possibly a no drive condition. The special logic prevents the inappropriate setting of diagnostic trouble
code.
Torque Converter EMCC Logic
The use of partial Electronically Modulated Converter
Clutch (EMCC) is available at speeds as low as 17
mph, giving the advantage of improved fuel economy
while buffering the rest of the power-train from engine
firing pulses. Full EMCC is utilized under certain
conditions to improve gas mileage. Both full EMCC
or partial EMCC may also be scheduled to help reduce
heat build-up of the transaxle or its fluid under certain
driving conditions.
Torque converter full EMCC and partial EMCC availability depends on many different input conditions.
These include shift lever position (D, 2, L), current
gear range (second, third, or fourth), engine coolant
temperature, input speed, and throttle angle.
The outputs controlling the torque converter are; No’d
EMCC, Partial EMCC, Full EMCC and Gradual to
No EMCC. The boxes in the chart represent the
four EMCC logic states.
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Types of EMCC Logic
No EMCC Logic -This is when the torque converter
L clutch is off.
Partial EMCC Logic - This logic will modulate the
LB/CC solenoid (duty-cycle) to obtain partial torque
converter clutch application. Partial EMCC operation
Full EMCC Logic - This increases the LR/CC solenoid duty-cycle to full “on”, after partial EMCC control
brings the engine speed to within the desired slip
Gradual to No EMCC from Full or Partial Logic This logic is designed to soften the change from
Full or Partial EMCC to No EMCC, at mid-throttle,

id

is maintained until full EMCC logic is called for and
actuated.
range of transaxle input speed relative to engine
rpm (crankshaft speed).
by gradually decreasing the LFUCC solenoid dutycycle.

EMCC Fail-safe
A malfunction of the EMCC system is detected from
a lengthy partial EMCC operation near the maximum
allowable duty-cycle, except at heavy throttle. If a
diagnostic trouble code is reported, the TCM will

not operate the torque converter clutch. It will remain
unapplied until the next restart. Diagnostic trouble
code 38 will be stored in memory.

EMCC Break-in Procedure
With the vehicles odometer reading from 0 to 500
miles, there will be no torque converter EMCC. From
500 to 1500 miles, the TCM will gradually decrease
EMCC from a 200 rpm slip to a 60 rpm slip. When
vehicle mileage is above the EMCC break-in period
and a malfunction occurs with the torque converter,

the new replacement torque converter must go
through the same EMCC break-in procedure. The
TCM must be re-programmed to allow for (restart)
the break-in period. To do this, use the scan tool
(MUT-II).

EMCC Inhibits
The TCM is provided with EMCC inhibits to prevent
EMCC from occurring under specific conditions. The
following are times when EMCC will not occur.
Transaxle Temperature - When the transaxle temperature range is cold or supercold, EMCC is inhibited (kept from occurring). In the event of a CCD
Bus failure, -3 degrees F. is substituted for the initial
Brake Signal (on) - This will cancel and prevent
EMCC as long as a brake signal is “on”. If a bus
failure occurs, the “brake on” signal is not received,
and EMCC is still possible.
Solenoid Switch Valve - If a solenoid switch valve
(SSV) malfunction is detected, EMCC will not occur.
A SSV diagnostic trouble code will only be stored
EMCC Fault - Any reported EMCC diagnostic
trouble code will prevent any type of EMCC from
occurring.

i

temperature. This initial value is incremented up
to normal engine operating temperature based on
engine running time. This will result in delayed
EMCC operation under start-up conditions.
Throttle Position Sensor - Any throttle value less
than 2 or 3 degrees (closed throttle) will cancel
EMCC. If a throttle position sensor failure is identified
by the TCM, EMCC will not occur.
if the transaxle operating temperature range is hot,
and the malfunction occurs at least three times.
The fault counter is reset during the start routine.
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2s

2ND

I

1ST

q

= In-gear logic

n = Shift logic
1 S, 2s = Shift schedule output
1 ST, 2ND = Speed ratio shift
complete signal

1s

Shift Logic Selection
The purpose of the Shift Logic Selection program is to activate
the appropriate “shift logic” so that the “in-gear logic” condition d
matches the gear called for by the shift schedule (driver selected
gear, throttle position).
Imagine that the TCM must always be in one of the logic boxes
at any given time. The double line boxes represent the “in-gear
logic” the TCM uses to maintain a certain gear range. The
single line boxes represent the “shift logic” required by the
TCM to execute a desired gear change from one gear to another.
The paths (lines with arrows) between the blocks are labeled
with one or more of the shift schedule output signals (Is, 2s).
These desired gear signals (shift schedule output signals) become the primary input which will cause the correct path to
be taken, from one in-gear box (such as inl) to a shift logic
box (such as l-2).
The output is a change to “shift logic” in order to obtain an
in-gear conditon that matches the output of the shift schedule
routine. The TCM knows whether the desired shift has been
completed when a correct speed ratio check of the input and
output speed sensors is present. The speed ratio check is
used to verify that the desired gear has been achieved. For
example, when the correct speed ratio signal for second gear
has been verilied by the TCM by checking the speed ratio
between the input and output speed sensors, it will switch
to the appropriate in-gear logic (in2).

Changes to “In Gear” or “Shift” Logic
If the transaxle is in first gear logic (inl) and the
shift schedule output changes to call for second
gear (2s), then “1-2” logic will be activated. This
generally remains in effect until the completion of
the shift is determined by the speed ratio check.
When the speed ratio check confirms that the degired gear (second) has been obtained, ‘in2” logic
is activated. There are other possible exits or
changes that may be made to the normal shift schedule logic from the “1-2” shift logic example, such
as a change-mind condition.
A “change-mind” shift condition may occur when
a shift that has begun directly from within another
Shift Logic Chart
Another exit or change to the normal shift schedule
logic is the fail shift timer may expire. The TCM
will only allow a certain amount of time to elapse
for the shift logic to complete a shift. If a speed

shift, instead of from an in-gear condition. A “change
mind” condition occurs if a change in the throttle
position signal causes the normal shift schedule
routine to select a different desired gear signal, such
as is, during a 1-2 shift change. These shifts are
accommodated by direct paths between upshift and
downshift logic within the logic selection routine.
“Change mind” shifts are needed to provide the
proper response to changes in driver demand.
Changes in the manual lever (selector lever) position
may also cause a “change-mind” shift depending
on when the lever position changes. A more detailed
shift logic chart is illustrated.
ratio check does not confirm the completion of an
attempted shift within this time limit, the shift logic ’d
is aborted, and the desired in gear logic is activated.
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1 ‘121 )9(

421

101 = In-gear logic 1 S, 2S, 3S, 4S, RS = Shift schedule output
lst, 2nd 3rd, 4th, Rev. = Speed ratio shift
= Shift logic
complete signal

q

i

d

Shift Execution Logic
As with most automatic transmissions, including the
F4ACl gearset, two clutches must be applied to
provide an operating gear range. One of the applied
clutches must be an input clutch driven by the torque
converter, such as the Reverse, the Underdrive,
or the Overdrive clutches. The other applied clutch
is usually a reaction or holding device, such as

cc

Gear

L

Reverse
Neutral
First
Second
Direct
Overdrive

Ratio

Clutches
applied

2.21

R, LR

2.64
1.57
1 .oo
0.69

UFLR
UD; 24
UD, OD
24, OD

the 2-4 or L/R clutches. For all gear ratios this is
the rule, except Direct Drive (3) where output is
achieved by applying two input clutches. All shifts
leave one clutch continuously engaged and involve
changing another clutch from the releasing clutch
to a different applying clutch.
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Solenoid Driver Logic
Electronic solenoid valves connect the clutches to
either a hydraulic source or a vent. Solenoid coils,
when energized, exert force on a push rod which
in turn opens or closes a ball valve and/or vent.
To increase efficiency, the current through the solenoid coil is pulse-width modulated. The microcomPulsing the Solenoids
The Full ON pulse time is normally around 8 milliseconds and provides rapid pull-in response time. Pullin response time is dependent upon battery voltage.
The pull-in response time will increase with reduced
battery voltage to maintain pull in power.
To protect against inadvertent drop-out of an energized solenoid, each ON solenoid is issued a refresher pulse every 50 milliseconds. The refresher
pulse is used to prevent hydraulic pressure from
overcoming the solenoids strength. The frequency
is increased during shifts and as certain faults start
to occur.
The hold-in duty cycle is also dependent on battery
voltage as well as the in-gear condition. The percent-

puter within the TCM is responsible for providing
this modulation (pulsing) signal as well as an initial ’d
pull-in current pulse each time a solenoid is energized.

age of solenoid on-time is normally 38%. In third
or fourth gear, the typical percentage is 30%. This
is because less power is required to overcome the
reduced hydraulic line pressure in third and fourth
gear ranges.
Current efficiency is maximized by the use of the
inductive energy of the solenoid during the OFF
portion of the cycle.
The turn OFF command opens the circuit to provide
for rapid drop-out response time. The circuit is monitored to permit checking the continuity of the solenoid and its power return line.

SOLENOID DRIVER LOGIC

‘d

Solenoid control logic:
FFJ
Driver pulse logic:
Ek- n J

H-u-Ln

-+I Full on pulse W- Hold-in duty cycle +j

Solenoid voltage:

VL
1
0
Inductive current flow -H I+
from ground

Inductive path opened --C +

Solenoid current:

(1) provides rapid ON pull-in response time
(2) reduces power level
(3) refresh pulse - a periodic reissue of the FULL ON
pulse to any energized solenlcid
(4) provides for rapid OFF drop-out response time;
inductive OFF voltage spike monitored
to confirm circuit continuity

d
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Clutch

Solenoid

id
OD

ON

ON

LRJCC

ON

ON

UD

OFF

ON

24lLR~

OFF

ON
J
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Solenoid and Element Logic
Since both normally-ON and normally-OFF solenoids are used,
the following logic is recognized by the TCM.
The LWCC solenoid controls the LR clutch in first gear, Neutral,
and Park and controls the Converter clutch (CC) in second,
third, and fourth gears. The solenoid switch valve position determines which clutch (LR or CC) the solenoid will control.
The 2-4/LR solenoid controls the 2-4 clutch in Overdrive, Drive
and Low. The 2-4/LR solenoid controls the LR clutch in Reverse.
In this case, the manual valve position determines which clutch
is being controlled.

Solenoids
Gear

s2

s3

Sl

s4

OD

LRKC

UD

24/LR

0

Park/Neutral
(Under 8 MPH)

0
0

LR

Neutral
(Over 8 MPH)
Reverse

L

LR

Reverse
(Over 8 MPH)

0
LR

First
Second

0
cc

Second EMCC

Third EMCC

id

UD

24

UD

24

UD

Fourth

0

Fourth EMCC

;

Solenoid energized = (>
Clutch applied = OD, LR, CC, UD, 2-4, R

@

0
0

UD

UD

Third

Manual valve

0
0

0

24

0

24

R
R
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Solenoid Switch Valve Control Logic
This valve protects against the inadvertent application of LR clutch in second, third, or fourth gear
ranges. When shifting to first gear, the Solenoid
Switch Valve (SSV) must be in the downshifted position or action must be taken to shift the SSV into
the downshifted position. As long as any of three
pressures (2-4, OD, or UD) are greater than X%
of line pressure (X = 60% for UD and OD, 70%
for 2-4), the SSV will remain upshifted. To confirm
that the SSV has downshifted, both the LR solenoid
and LR pressure switch must be high (voltage value
seen by TCM). To downshift the valve for 3-1 or
2-1 shifts, shift logic will briefly vent the UD clutch
(shift logic must vent the other two clutches also)
and test for valve motion by eneraizing the LR/CC

L/R
clutch

solenoid and verifying that the LR pressure switch
turns on.
A SSV diagnostic trouble code will only be stored
if the transaxle operating temperature range is hot,
and the malfunction occurs at least three times.
The fault counter is reset during the start routine.
Under certain conditions, such as very cold fluid
temperatures, it is possible that the SSV valve may
not move as quickly as it normally would at operating
temperature. This slow response may occasionally
result in a second gear launch or a change mind
shift to second gear from a 2-l or 3-1 shift. No
diagnostic trouble code will be set if the transaxle
operating temperature range is cold.

UR clutch

Manual
valve

I
Manual
valve

Clutch Apply Status
To execute the shift logic, the TCM must maintain
a continuous record of each clutch element apply
status. This is done by tracking the instantaneous
fluid volumes in each clutch circuit. Instantaneous
fluid volumes are tracked using predetermined flow
rates and learned “clutch fill volumes”. This is particularly useful for closely-spaced shifts or changemind shifts.
Learned clutch fill volumes represent the volume
of fluid that is required to stroke a clutch piston
to the point where zero clutch pack clearance is
obtained. The clutch fill volume learn value is the
fill volume without stroking the accumulator or picking up any torque load on the clutch. This learned
fill volume is updated for each clutch element as
it wears and clutch pack clearance increases.

Manual
valve

2/4 clutch

Manual
valve

The Clutch Volume Index (CVI) display of the scan
tool (MUT-II) can be used to view learned clutch
fill volumes for each clutch. The normal range for
clutch fill volumes are LR = 35 to 85, OD = 75
to 150, 2-4 = 20 to 77, and UD = 24 to 70.
If the battery feed is disconnected from the TCM,
the learned clutch fill volumes will be lost, and initial
values will be substituted until correct values can
be re-learned. Shifting may be somewhat harsh.
The initial values are; LR = 64, OD = 89, 2-4 =
48, and UD = 45.
A transmission which has experienced a sudden
clutch failure may not be capable of learning the
correct values. A road test of a transaxle with this
condition may exhibit an upshift runaway condition,
but have acceptable clutch fill volumes.
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Normal Shutdown Routine
When the ignition switch is turned off (column lock,
i key out position), the TCM will go through a specific
shutdown routine.
For the first twenty minutes after ignition off, the
CPU remains in the “awake” mode. In tills off-time
tracking mode, the TCM continues to perform certain
functions such as predicting fluid temperature calculations.
Longer off-time tracking is currently prohibited due
to battery drain concerns since the CPU remains
powered up during this time.
After 20 minutes have elapsed, the CPU will switch
into a Sleep mode. In this mode the TCM does
not perform any functions and its Keep Alive Memory
uses only a very small amount of current.
The TCM uses a “Keep Alive Memory” that must
always remain connected to the battery voltage supFail-Safe Routine
The TCM is designed and programmed with what
is called a fail-safe routine. This routine constantly
monitors and checks all input and control features
for normal operation. The TCM uses inputs from
the PCM, transmission range and park neutral
switches, input and output speed signals, throttle
position, ignition and pressure switches to determine
the desired outputs. The primary outputs are to
ii
the four solenoid valves which control the transaxle
clutches. Changes in these solenoid outputs can
When a failure has been identified which prevents
continued safe transaxle operation, the TCM eventually goes into limp-in by turning off all of the solenoids. This provides for shift lever controlled operation of SECOND GEAR, NEUTRAL, REVERSE,
and PARK. The TCM has logic to ensure the limp-in
results in an ORDERLY SHUTDOWN. Certain failures will prevent an orderly shutdown, and an IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN will occur.
Orderly Shutdown -A Shutdown routine is activated
with certain failures prior to opening the transmission
control relay. The result of an orderly shutdown is
dependent on the operating condition at the time
of the failure. If the transaxle is in Park, Reverse,
Neutral, or Second Gear, there is no additional action
needed by the TCM. The transmission control relay
is opened immediately because the power off state
of the transaxle has already been achieved.
If the transaxle is in first gear, then the shutdown
sequence (default to second gear) begins immediately.
If the transaxle is in third or fourth Gear above 45
b mph, then the current gear range is maintained
to prevent the possibility of causing high engine
rpm and/or engine braking.
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ply. If the TCM is disconnected, the “Keep Alive
Memory” will be lost. This memory is where d/agnostic trouble codes and other learned values are
stored. These values may be clutch apply and release rates and clutch fill volumes. If the TCM is
disconnected from its direct battery voltage supply,
initial stored values are substituted for the erased
learned values when the CPU is re-initialized. These
values will then be updated as new values are
learned when operating the transaxle.
A code 12 will also be stored on any initialization
following a direct battery feed disconnection. Code
12 lets you know that a direct battery disconnection
has occurred.

result in changes in clutch pressures, pressure
switch states and input speeds. These changes
become the new input. If they are not as desired,
then the solenoid output is adjusted accordingly.
This feed-back control is referred to as a closed
loop system and is an integral part of fail-safe.
NOTE
The purpose of this section is to cover fail-safe
logic. Refer to the Fault Code Explanation section
for diagnostic information and probable causes.
The actual shutdown sequence to second Gear begins once the vehicle speed drops below 45 mph.
The exception to this rule is when the vehicle is
at high speed and develops a solenoid circuit error.
If this occurs, a temporary “neutral” state is generated by venting all clutches to avoid incorrect clutch
combinations - see Codes 41 to 44.
The shutdown sequence reduces the possibility of
having engine flare-up or clutch overlap (three
clutches applied) as the transaxle defaults to second
gear. This is accomplished by releasing the non
second gear clutches slightly before the transmission control relay is opened. This will occur when
the throttle angle is less than approximately l/3
full open. At greater throttle angles, the transmission
control relay is immediately opened. This is done
because second gear clutches typically apply faster
than the non second gear clutches. Again, the purpose for this sequence of events is to prevent more
than the correct number of clutches from being applied at the same time during moderate throttle
angles and to prevent engine flare at higher throttle
openings.
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Immediate Shutdown -To cause an immediate shutdown to occur, all solenoids are turned off at the
same time. To cause an immediate shutdown the
transmission control relay is opened at the time
of the failure. Default to second gear will take place
from first, third, or fourth gear. The immediate shutdown may result in clutch overlap at low to moderate
throttle angles and a temporary engine flare with

heavier throttle angles. An engine braking condition
may also result at high vehicle speeds.
At the end of either shutdown routine, the failure
condition will be recorded in memory. The use of
the scan tool (MUT-II) is required to determine what
the diagnostic trouble code was at the time of the
failure.
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DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION CHART
Diagnostic trouble
code No.

ii

Item

11

Internal control module (watchdog circuit test failure)

12

Battery power was disconnected since last power down

13

Internal control module (watchdog circuit shutdown)

14

Relay always On (relay contacts are welded closed)

15

Relay always Off (relay contacts are stuck open)

16

Internal control module (ROM checksum failure)

17

Internal control module (RAM checksum failure)

18

Engine speed sensor circuit

19

CCD bus communication with SBEC

20

Switched battery

21

Pressure switch circuit

OD
2-4
2-4/OD
LR

24

LWOD
LR/2-4
All

27
28

Check shifter signal
Throttle position signal

31

Hydraulic pressure switch

/ OD
/ 2-4
1 OD/2-4

I
I

35

Check ATF level

36

Fault immediately after a shift

37

Solenoid switch valve latched in the LU position
Lockup control out of range

41

Solenoid circuit error

LR
1 2-4

43

OD

44

UD

45

Internal control module (engine model EEPROM cell failure)
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Diagnostic trouble
code No.

Item

46

UD hydraulic circuit failure

47

Solenoid switch valve latched in the LR position

50

Speeds error

Gear ratio in Reverse

51

Gear ratio in 1st

52

Gear ratio in 2nd

53

Gear ratio in 3rd

54

Gear ratio in 4th

56

Input speed sensor

57

Output speed sensor

58

Speed sensor’s ground

60

Inadequate element volume

LR

61

2-4

62

OD
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TRANSAXLE CONTROL
/

l

L

l
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To prevent abrupt starting made through mistakes in selector lever operation, automatic
transaxle fail-safe mechanism (key interlock
system, shift lock system and reverse “R” position warning system) has been adopted.
Vibration-prevention rubber has been installed
to the transaxle control cable support area on

the transaxle side as well as to that on the
selector lever side so as to decrease transmission of vibration to the vehicle body.
NOTE
For the reverse ‘9” position warning system,
refer to GROUP 7 - ETACS.

REVERSE “R” POSITION WARNING
SYSTEM
, Inhibitor switch

REVERSE “R” POSITION WARNING
SYSTEM
<Non-turbo>
Transaxle range
switch
/

L

/c---n

SHIFT LOCK SYSTEM
Selector lever
‘L_ /

.<
m
A,’

ViO;on-preve;tion

Selector
lever

Ignition key cylinder
Key interlock cable

Shift lock ca

09x0115
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A/T FAULTY OPERATION PREVENTION
MECHANISM
Shift Lock System
d
Unless the brake pedal is being depressed, the
selector lever cannot be shifted to any other position
from the “P” position. Moreover, if the ignition key
is in “LOCK” position or if the key has been removed,
the selector lever cannot be shifted to any other
position from “P” position even if the brake pedal
is depressed.
1. WHEN BRAKE PEDAL IS NOT DEPRESSED
When the selector lever is in “P” position and
the brake pedal is not depressed, the detent
pin is locked because the shift lock pin locks
the lock cam, therefore, the selector pushbutton
cannot be pressed and the lever cannot be
shifted from the “P” position.

09X0106

2. WHEN BRAKE PEDAL IS DEPRESSED
\,/
When the brake pedal is depressed in the aforementioned condition 1, the inner cable of the
shift lock cable is pulled in the direction of the
arrow ( @ ) in the figure and the lock cam,
which is interlinked with the shift lock pin, is
released. As a result, the selector pushbutton
can be pressed and the selector lever can be
shifted from ‘P” position to another position.

3. SHIFTING TO “P” POSITION FROM ANOTHER
POSITION
In the case of shifting to “P” position from another
position (for example, “R” position), the lock
cam is held in the position shown in the figure
by the force of the shift lock pin return spring;
consequently, there is no need to depress the
brake pedal. When the selector lever is shifted
to “P” position and the selector lever pushbutton
\
is released, the lock cam is rotated leftward
while the detent pin moves upward. Conse- ’d
quently, the shift lock pin is pressed down on
by the force of the return spring and the lock
cam is locked. In this way, the selector lever
is held fixed in the “P” position.
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Revolving cam

nder

Slide
lever

Slide
lever
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Key Interlock System
Unless the selector lever is in ‘P” position, the ignition key cannot be turned to the “LOCK” position,
and the key cannot be removed.
The key interlock device installed in the inside of
the ignition key cylinder consists of the slide lever,
cam lever and revolving cam.
The slide lever is connected to the key interlock
cable. When the selector lever is operated, the slide
lever moves to interlock with the cam lever. The
revolving cam is designed to interlock with the ignition key.

1. WHEN THE IGNITION KEY IS IN THE LOCK
POSITION OR PULLED OUT
The cam lever meshes with the projection on
the revolving cam inside the ignition key cylinder
to restrict movement of the slide lever that is
connected with the cam lever. As a result, since
turning of lock cam is restricted and movement
of the detent pin is hindered, the selector lever
pushbutton cannot be depressed and the selector lever cannot be moved to any position other
than the “P” position.

2. WHEN THE IGNITION KEY IS IN ANY
POSITION BUT LOCK POSITION (SELECTOR
LEVER IS IN “P” POSITION)
The projection on the revolving cam inside the
ignition key cylinder is in a position where it
does not hinder movement of the cam lever
and the restriction of the slide lever connected
with the cam lever is released. As a result, when
the pushbutton of the selector lever is pressed,
lock cam is turned in the direction of the arrow
shown in the illustration and the detent pin
moves down.
As a result! .the selector lever can be moved
to any posrtron other than the “P” position.
NOTE
While the brake pedal is not depressed, the
selector lever cannot be moved to any position
other than the “P” position even if the ignition
key is not in the “LOCK” position. (Refer to the
section of SHIFT LOCK SYSTEM.)
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Removed section
Select lever

3. WHEN THE IGNITION KEY IS PULLED OUT
Selector Lever is a Position Other than “P” Position
Lock cam turns in the direction of the arrow
shown in the illustration and stays there.
As a result, the key interlock cable is caught
on lock cam and the cam lever inside the ignition
key cylinder is turned in the direction of the
arrow shown in the illustration (it is in the removed section of the revolving cam).
Consequently, even if one tries to turn the ignition key to the “LOCK” position, the ignition
key only turns to the “ACC” position since movement of the revolving cam is restricted by the
cam lever and the key cannot be pulled out.
Selector Lever is in “P” Position
The slide lever inside the ignition key cylinder
is pushed in the direction of the arrow by the
key interlock cable and the cam lever turns in
the direction of arrow shown in the illustration.
As a result, the revolving cam removes any
restriction to the rotation of the cam lever so
it turns freely and the ignition key can be turned
to the “LOCK” position and can be removed.

\
a

